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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, digital transformation is driving the customer experience. Prospects or customers are significantly influenced in their purchase decision regarding a product or a service by reading online reviews. Building a Sentiment Analysis platform in the retail banking context from Romania in order to assist customers and prospects as well as financial institutions and banks is very challenging. Such a Sentiment Analysis system brings several benefits from 2 perspectives: From customer and prospect perspective, the customer satisfaction is improved by providing all the information regarding offers of banking products and services in a single place. From financial institutions and banks' perspective, the financial institution or bank can easily track the preferences of their customers, monitor the “sentiments” of their clients, collect their spontaneous feedback, build, and improve brand awareness.

Most recent studies are focusing on performing Sentiment Analysis based on Deep Learning methods. There are still a few outstanding issues that must be addressed when building a Sentiment Analysis system in the retail banking context using Deep Learning. The thesis proposes novel solutions to identified research issues. Due to lexical resources and datasets in Romanian, a dataset composed by retail banking reviews in Romania is created. A domain-specific word embedding for the retail banking context in Romanian is designed and implemented as an unsupervised Deep Learning application. In addition, supervised deep learning approaches for polarity classification of retail banking reviews in Romanian are designed and implemented. In the end, the Sentiment Analysis system is designed and implemented being composed of multiple components represented by the proposed solutions.

All the proposed solutions are evaluated through various performance criteria and compared with similar approaches identified in the research literature.
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